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2022 AWARDS
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Merit Award $1000

Welcome
What a pleasure it is to be involved with
the New Zealand Society of Artist’s in Glass
Inc (NZSAG) prestigious show during the
International Year of Glass 2022 (IYOG22).
With all the challenges faced, it’s especially
encouraging to see such a mix of emerging
and established members from our society
Emma Camden,
exhibiting this year. The Society is proud
NZSAG President
to exhibit 59 works representing a wide
(2020 - current)
spectrum of techniques and practices.
I would like to acknowledge and thank the NZSAG Committee,
the participating artists, our exhibition partners the Sarjeant
Art Gallery and New Zealand Glassworks, our fantastic judges,
our sponsors and everyone who has worked behind the scenes
to make this event possible. We hope that this display of
vibrancy and innovation of the transformative medium of glass
both educates and inspires the community as well as the next
generation of glass enthusiasts. Join us in celebrating glass!

2022 JUDGES

Innovation Award $500
Article & Money Poppins
People’s Choice Award $500

Thank you to our generous sponsors and partners for making this exhibition possible!

Grace Lai

Greg Donson

Justine Olsen
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Foreword
by Grace Lai

Joanne Sullivan, Aphrodite
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“ The

very
nature
of glass
means
that we
often
see right
through
it. ”

Kim Logue, Weapons from
Westeros (detail)

Glass has accompanied human civilizations
throughout history, informing art, culture, and
science. Stone Age societies have ulitised naturally
formed glass such as obsidian to create tools, and
archeologists have discovered man made glass
vessels in Egypt and Mesopotamia that date back
to 1500 BC. Glass instruments such as microscopes
and telescopes have assisted human exploration and
discoveries by opening new worlds within our own,
amplifying our sight of the miniscule environment
beneath our feet and revealing mysteries of distant
galaxies previously invisible to us. Employed by
emerging new technologies, glass has become the
new interactive interface between humans as well
as humans and objects through the myriad of smart
devices and the fiber optics that connect our digital
world. Alongside scientific advances are artists who
have enthused the material as a medium for artistic
expression and a blank canvas on which to project an
imagined future.

Richard Landers, Kaleidoscope

-GRACE LAI

Jenny McLeod,
Arrow, Adze, Amulet

Yet despite its presence in nearly all
industries and appearance in many
familiar forms in our daily lives, the
very nature of glass means that we often
see right through it. Existing as neither
a solid nor a liquid, glass is a material
that is in constant flux, a quality that
manifests in its physical operations,
where it oscillates between opacity,
reflectivity and transparency. The
paradox between the ubiquitous nature
of glass and its ability to hide in plain
sight is addressed by Alicia Durán, the
Chair of the Steering Community for the
International Year of Glass. “Normally
we are looking through glass, but we
don’t see glass, the UN year invites us to
really look at glass.”
Her quote captures the drive that led to
the United Nations’ designation of 2022
as the international Year of Glass.
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Toni Tittleton,
Emerge

International observances appointed by the
United Nations are occasions to recognise
and celebrate achievements in humanities.
Additionally, it offers a platform to mobilise
political will and resources to address global
issues and educate the public. The vision set by
the international committee behind the Year of
Glass aims to look at the past, present and future
possibility of the material, with a focus on the
potential for glass to be infinitely recycled to
address the United Nation’s Agenda 2030 for
Sustainable Development. Various programs
by individuals and organisations dedicated
to the promotion and exploration of glass are
scheduled, including glass societies that have
been consistent champions of the medium.

In Aotearoa New Zealand, art societies predate
museums and galleries and were often
instrumental in the establishment of the latter.
At their core, societies enable individuals with
similar interests to come together. Since 1980,
The New Zealand Society of Artists in Glass Inc
(NZSAG) have carved out a space for artists
working in glass to not only gather but to sustain
and inspire innovation of the practice through
the exchange of knowledge, techniques and
ideas. The society offers funding and exhibition
opportunities as well as prizes for their
members to develop their skills and showcase
their works. The value that NZSAG brings to
the craft of glass extends beyond the individual,
it elevates and increases the visibility of glass
nationally as well as internationally.
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Rosalind Fitz Patrick, Weight of Expectations

Adam Sinclair,
Cinnamon Man

Carmen Simmonds,
There Was A Woman

The NZSAG member’s exhibition held at the Sarjeant
Gallery this year will present over fifty entries from
emerging and established artists and reflects the
broad scope of glassmaking in Aotearoa New Zealand.
The exhibited works revive, maintain and challenge
disparate glass traditions that spans across histories and
cultures, from kiln formed glass to cast glass, connecting
them to the global conversation currently taking place.
Countering this outward examination are internal
reflections that can be framed within a particular and
complicated moment in history faced with climate
crisis and a global pandemic. In exploration of the
qualities of glass, each artist brings their own histories
and experiences with them - childhood memories are
transfixed while emotions for love lost are archived.
Like the lenses that transport us to other worlds, these
glass works present as windows into how the artists
perceive themselves and the world around them and at
the same time, act as a mirror, turning these reflections
into questions for the viewer.
Grace Lai
Curator, Applied Arts and Design
Tāmaki Paenga Hira Auckland War Memorial Museum
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Finger Licking Good
blown, cast, sculpted glass

detail

This body of work attempts to
encapsulate the profound melancholic
longing for a love lost and the
effort to overcome these emotions.
Communication is at the heart of
this work as I chart the arcs of a
relationship through the course of
its timeline. ‘Finger Licking Good’
is my attempt to make the invisible
seen, the intangible tangible and the
impermanent permanent highlighting
how integral honest and open
communication is to a successful
relationship.
H150 x W300 x D300mm

John Abramczyk

Fran Anderton

Slumping to a Brittle
Conclusion

pate de verre, hot glass

kiln fused bottles, soda lime
glass
The shocking rise in global
temperatures has increased the
incidence of fire burning through
America’s forests and parks. Homes
are destroyed, windows melt out of
their frames. The only solace available
is taken through denial or the bottle.
Can you deny when the house burns
and drink can’t buffer the destruction?
H260 x W221 x D65 mm
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George Agius

Still Life - 3 Lemons
This piece plays on the concept of
a ‘Still Life’ through the medium of
glass. It is a continuation of my Fruit
Series which began during my studies
in Glass Design and Production at
UCOL. Since then various one-off
pieces have evolved, combining
techniques of casting, pate de verre
and blown glass. In 2019 I imported a
Mobile Glass Furnace enabling me to
be self sufficient. I now produce and
sell work from my purpose built home
studio and gallery.
H120 x W300 x D280 mm
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Sofia Athineou

Thomas Barter

Waitakere

Upright Diamonds

cast glass

cast glass

I am Greek and I live and work in the
Waitakere Ranges. I am a devotee
of art. A mixed-media artist with an
emphasis in glass, a medium with
many sensual and optical qualities.
I work with organic forms that
show elemental forces like wind,
fire and water. Depicting movement
particularly interests me while I
make my glassworks. The constant
movement of these elements is
captured in my sculptures and
enhanced by the play of light inside
the glass.

My current work is inspired by
weaving. The warp and the weave
have always fascinated me. I grew up
around rugs and tapestries that have
been a part of my lexicon in my work
for decades. Trying to bring these
past ideas to glass has been the goal
of my new work. In this sculptural
work the glass represents the warp of
thread with the diamonds working to
simulate the weave.

Karin Barr

Lisa Bate

Playtime with ALMA

The Pack IV

cut and cold worked glass

cast glass

After buying the ‘raw’ glass in blocks I
was inspired by the idea to scale down
my ALMA SERIES into a much smaller
sized installation. Cutting and cold
working the glass blocks into simple
shapes changed my process. I have
named this work as I was inspired by
Alma Siedhoff-Buscher the incredible
Bauhaus designer and crafts woman.
She designed a wooden block kitset for kids which are in production
to this day. ‘Playtime with Alma’
emphasises my concepts of playfully
mixing and matching forms.

The Pack IV continues a series of
works exploring repetition, the
theme of this work is concerned
with expressing movement. My glass
practice focuses on the mould making
of found objects for the lost wax cast
glass technique, using deconstruction
and reconstruction methods to change
an object’s original appearance. By
repeating and assembling the smaller
forms to create the whole piece the
work asks the viewer to look more
closely.

H450 x W450 x D50 mm

H230 x W160 x D50 mm

detail

H130 x W450 x D450mm
8

H240 x W130 x D130 mm
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Claire Bell

Stephen Bradbourne

Paper Boat Dreams

Green Cellular Pair

silver leaf verre eglomise on
float glass

blown glass, murrine technique

H600 x W600 x D18 mm

The natural environment surrounding
us in Aotearoa has long been an
underlying influence on my work. The
plethora of colours, shapes, textures
and patterns that occur naturally
inspire and provide endless creative
possibilities and starting points. These
pieces utilize the Murrine mosaic
technique which was first developed
in Roman times and then expanded
upon by Venitian glass blowers
starting around the 15th century.

Nick Blackwood-Reidie

Hannah Bremner

Three Frond Figure

The Spirit Of Matter Specimen 1

I use glass as an exploratory space and
surface for contemporary figurative
image making using reductive and
additive processes, such as engraving
and verre eglomise.
‘Paper boat dreams’ utilises verre
eglomise as a drawing process using
found hand tools, creating a space of
glimpsed objects and ideas from an
evening spent with a friend.

flameworked glass
I work to find a flow state through the
creation of repetitive components,
then let an appreciation of the forms
of humans and plants guide the
construction of each piece.
H500 x W140 x D140 mm

H430x W325 x D325 mm (Large)

cast glass, copper detail, glass
dome, wall mounted case
For more than 20 years I have worked
with glass to create objects and
installations. During this time my
work has been exhibited in public
and private galleries in New Zealand,
Japan and the UK and has featured in
international publications in Germany,
Australia and America. Recent work
is affected by my experience working
with heritage collections held in
galleries, libraries, archives and
museums.
H300 x W200 x D200 mm
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Katie Brown

Emma Camden

Awakening

Cube

blown and wheel worked

cast glass, lost wax method

The transformational qualities and
technical process drive and inspire
me. Combining form, line and pattern
captures these fluid moments to
embody my ideas about the journey
I’m currently on.

The cubes are random, each base
is offset, they seek to confuse the
onlooker. Visual forms convey how I
see our political systems in the 21st
century.

My fascination with this medium
keeps me learning. ‘Awakening’
showcases new techniques and colour
combinations to express my change
and growth as a maker.

H180 x W175 x D230 mm
H160 x 140 x D210 mm

H280 x W220 x D90 mm
detail

Lindsay Butler

Christine Cathie

Coral Bowl

Slide

fused glass

cast glass, acid etched and
polished

I am inspired by nature’s neverending ability to amaze with beautiful,
unusual creatures and what they
can construct. Representing a fragile
and complex reef coral in glass is a
challenge. But by understanding the
glass’s physical properties, surface
tension and gravity an organic,
delicate representation can be
achieved.

‘Slide’ is inspired by the flow of water
as it glides over rocks.
I am interested in giving a sense of
tension, rhythm, balance and harmony
to my forms, so they have a sense of
captured movement.
Strong abstract fluid forms shift with
twists in angle, thickness and the use
of soft matt and high gloss surfaces.

H100 x W330 x D330 mm

H435 x W650 x D120 mm
detail
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Mike Crawford

Evelyn Dunstan

Kāhu

Melodies from Avice

cast crystal

cast glass, lost wax method

The Kāhu is a strong, intelligent bird
often seen flying over the whenua
like a kaitiaki. In Māori tradition it is
said that this bird descended from the
heavens with Tāne after he obtained
ngā kete o te wānanga - the vessels of
mātauranga.

This piece speaks to the tune of
childhood memories.
Dunstan has a passion for her
surrounding environment, her strong
focus on ecological concerns influence
a methodology throughout the work
and making process. She challenges
the physical restraints of working solo
in her small glass casting studio.

H500 x W140 x D170 mm

H260 x W140 x D40 mm

Robyn Douglas

Vicki Fanning

Winter Rose

fairgroundunicorn
Glass Crown

fused, slumped + powdered
glass
My glass practice involves mainly
fusing, slumping and exploring
different techniques. Lately the use
of powder has been the main focus
of my work. The flexibility of design
plus experimenting with colour
combinations proves an enjoyable
challenge.
H80 x Diameter 290 mm

flameworked glass + silicon
‘fairgroundunicorn’ is a username that
suggests a mythical story and playing
field of wonder and joy. Depicting the
authenticity of imagery ‘designed’
to enlighten the viewer and uphold
the deliverer. The Glass Unicorn
Crown is placed on a ‘tossing hook’
as a fairground prize, has a flexible
inner and inflating valve, catching the
carnival spirit!
H360 x W360 x D290 mm
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Judith Le Harivel

Rebecca Heap

Gaia rising

Daisy Double Bubble

cast glass

blown and coldworked glass

My recent work explores the
interaction between humans and the
natural world. I created this work
when serious climate events disrupted
the world. The artwork shows Gaia
(ancient Greek goddess of the Earth,
associated with the idea of the Earth
as a single living system) rising from
the Earth to remind us that what we
do locally has global impacts.

Daisy Double Bubble is a continuation
of my quest for Optical Magic which
began sixteen years ago when I was
living in Sweden. It begins as hot
blown glass and after annealing is cut
open then ground. The surface has
a highly polished finish whilst the
exterior is sandblasted.
H85 x W115 x D115 mm

H220x W320 x D210 max mm
detail

Sue Hawker

Graeme D Hitchcock

Cougar

Same Way Different
Directions

pate de verre (gold leaf and
crystal)

cast glass, lost wax method

Capturing the concept of a person
was my aim with this work. This is a
portrait of a classy woman who knows
what she wants.

In my making process there is a
intricate story running through my
over active mind as my hands play/
sculpt with the sticky wax.
Once it’s finished the full story is often
gone.
The title in the end says it all and is in
fact the artist statement. It up to the
viewer to create their own version of
the story.

H500 x W200 x D180 mm

H250 x W350 x D260 mm
detail
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Marcus Ingley

Richard Landers

Black Hole

Kaleidoscope

cast glass

laminated recycled float glass

I fell in love with glass after my
first touch in the hot shop making a
paperweight, I have continued my
exploration of glass, recently taking up
casting lead crystal.
This piece, Black Hole, is a sphere of
dark patina bronze floating in a sea of
blue crystal glass. Reflection creates
an illusion of the whole sphere where
refraction obscures it.

Kaleidoscope was inspired by the
string drawings we all made as kids.
Simple nails and thread creating
an almost 3D relief that won you
instant success as an artist. This
work draws attention to the edges
of the glass, usually not seen in
common use as a window. At a
time where the increasing need to
consider our consumer footprint is
ever prevalent, the art industry is no
exception. I developed a method of
utilising discarded window glass in
contemporary abstract sculptures that
reflect and manipulate light.

H75 x W190 x D190 mm

H340mm x W340mm x D120 mm

Heather Kremen
Breakthrough
fused, blown, cold worked glass
This vase speaks of depression and
how creativity and colour can break
through the darkness. Inside the vase
are designs comprised of series of 4.
This references that 1 out of 4 women
will suffer sexual assault, which leads
to trauma, depression and PTSD. The
resulting depression is hard to break
out of. Creativity can help this.
(Fused Bullseye Glass murrine.
Refused in the hotshop, rolled up, and
blown out to create the vase. Cold
worked and luster finish.)
H275 x W220 x D165 mm
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Kim Logue
Weapons from Westeros
lost wax cast, mixed media
Obsidian has been considered the
optimal medium for weaponry
across time and space. From the
Palaeolithic man 1.4 million years ago
flint knapping in Armenia, to today’s
online gaming world of Minecraft.
Currently used as the virtual dragon
glass daggers in defence against
Whitewalkers in the alternative
universe of Westeros (295AC)
Created using New Zealand Obsidian,
Frit, Bronze, cast using lost wax
techniques. Handles bound with
Leather, Hemp, Copper and Muka.
H40 x W400 x D500 mm
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Susan Louie

Elizabeth McClure

Don’t Play With Me

Marui Pendant

cast glass, lost wax method,
ground and polished by hand

blown and cut glass

I have cast these skittles and ball as
a reminder to play (although these
cannot be played with, obviously).
During the pandemic and Covid 19
lockdowns and mandates, it’s been a
year of uncertainty for many as we all
struggle to continue to work as artists.
I am moving away from my normal
work to make way for a solo exhibition
next year, and this work is on a less
‘serious’ note within my practice and a
reminder to sometimes have some fun
with our art and practice.

This work is a ‘new’ iteration of
‘marui’ works that I began in Japan
some years ago, where I am
working with glass in the most simple
circular form.
The pendant pieces began in
collaboration with Hawaiian artist
Beau Jack Key who introduced me to
these traditional binding techniques.
Diameter 52 - 70mm

H700 x W700 x D700 mm

Lou Mathieson

Jenny McLeod

Botanicals

Arrow, Adze, Amulet - Set of 3

cast glass

fused glass, natural fibre rope

This series of work has been created
during lock down and three months of
toiling in my garden.
What a joy it was to have had the time
and this work reflects my joy in both
glass and botanicals

Jenny McLeod has been fusing glass
for 30 years. She creates a variety of
work including functional glassware,
sculpture & garden art. She is well
known for her Wall Necklace series of
work and is inspired by Auckland, the
biggest Polynesian city in the world
where she lives.

H180 x W440 x D50 mm

Arrow H410 x W160 x D20 mm
Adze H200 x W120 x D20 mm
Amulet H110 x W110 x D20 mm
detail
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David Murray

Heather Olesen

Earth

Changing Landscapes

cast glass, lost wax method

painted, kiln formed float glass

David Murray is recognised as one
of the country’s foremost conceptual
glass artists and ranks among New
Zealand’s most skilled mould–makers.
He completed his training at the
School of Art, Otago Polytechnic, in
1987 and further developed and
refined his glass casting techniques
working with leading New Zealand
glass artists, Ann Robinson and
Emma Camden. Murray has received
international acclaim for his evocative
sculptural forms of the Hunter,
Gatherer, Cradle and Territory.

Window glass is common both
at home and in other workplace
environments. Over time, influences of
heat and gravity processes allow the
window glass to develop and flow, to
find it’s own outcome, voice, beauty,
form and structure. A metaphor for
how women define themselves within
today’s landscape, in that a woman’s
metamorphosis occurs through
influences of time, circumstance,
consciousness, relationships,
societal notions and home/work
environments.

H180 x W150 x D100 mm

H180 x W510 x D140 mm

Bindi Nimmo

Isla Osborne

When I Met Blue...

Hollow Link Earrings

murrine technique, kiln formed

flameworked glass

I really enjoy the unpredictable
nature of glass and the fine dance
between you being in control versus
the glass being in control. In July
2022 I completed my first solo
exhibition - Tug of Soul. The show
encapsulated a transition of emotion
through fused 2D organic forms. Each
piece represented a certain feeling
throughout a recent experience in my
life. This experience was recreated
in glass through the choice of colour,
form and the stagnant movement of
the murrine. Tug Soul was made up of
11 pieces.

Glass is both subject and object in my
work, and its chemical and physical
properties fascinate me. It is fluid
whilst unyielding, delicate whilst
impenetrable. Glass can transform
from liquid to solid in an instant and
still retain the illusion of movement.
My process consists of making finely
crafted glass beads melted with a
torch according to traditional Italian
methods. Although the techniques I
use are ancient, their application is
contemporary, and I am constantly
experimenting with the nature and
chemistry of glass.

H200 x W300 x D20 mm
22

side view

detail

H70 x W50 x D5 mm
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Lynden Over and
Christine Robb

Rosalind Fitz Patrick

Windswept Tree Vase

kiln formed glass, mixed media

blown hot glass
The emotion and power of the New
Zealand landscape are a continual
source of inspiration for our art. Time
and time again we are challenged by
the qualities of glass, developing ways
to manipulate the liquid material to
evoke the beauty of our place. The
Windswept Tree Vase depicts trees
that are left on a permanent lean after
being battered by intense coastal
wind.

Weight of Expectations.
I returned to Whanganui after an
absence of 32 years and seized on
the opportunity to do the Art and
Design Diploma, choosing glass as my
elective. I have been fortunate to have
much encouragement from my tutors,
family and friends. So at the grand age
of 66 I set my studio and have been
glassing ever since. Does ‘The Weight
of Expectations’ refer to mine or
others, probably both?

H325 x W370 x D150 mm

H360 x W360 x D10 mm

Justine Palmer

Lyndsay Patterson

Fragility

Cut Rewa Forms

cast glass, lost wax method

blown and wheel cut glass

My love of flora and fauna is the
inspiration for my sculpture. The
name ‘Fragility’ is meaning ‘the
quality or state of easily being broken
or destroyed.’ This work carries the
narrative of a New Zealand Skink in
the forest, it has been attacked by
a predator and is losing part of its
tail. The Skink survives on food like
berries, nuts, and worms, it is sitting
on a rock eating it’s worm before any
other creature can get to it.

The ‘Cut Rewa’ forms have been hand
blown using hot glass techniques.
Once cooled the pieces are wheel-cut
to create a multifaceted and polished
jewel like surface. I love glass, the
challenge of exploring it’s magical
optical qualities and it’s sense of
connection to a very long history of
making.
H160 x W300 x D300 mm

H125 x W135 x D50 mm
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Linde Rose

Natasha Sim

Garden bowl

Winging it

fused glass

fused and slumped glass

This bowl speaks of the wonder and
aliveness I feel in my garden. It is
made with the crackle technique using
glass powder which creates natural,
fluid and unpredictable textures. The
mixture of transparency and solidity
of the crackle adds to the way glass
appears to be both ephemeral and
permanent, so mysterious, in its
nature.

I started my glass career as a Glazier,
I was one of the first qualified female
glaziers in NZ. Within the first week of
my apprenticeship, I knew glass was
my thing and I was eager to learn as
much about it as possible. I especially
loved the creative side and I love the
colour. My natural progression was to
coloured glass. Inspired by nature and
all things around me. 24 years later I
am still learning, and still love glass,
doing mostly leadlight and kiln formed
glassy goodness.

H70 x W270 x D270 mm

H100 x W175 x D95 mm

Phillip Silverman

Carmen Simmonds

Skulls
cast glass

There Was A Woman

Biology or the study of life has been
a constant fascination. In the work
I have tried to recreate some of the
early investigations into anatomy or
structure of the body.
H40 x W60 x D35mm

cast glass, lost wax method,
mixed media
I am a professional glass artist and
tutor, based in Whanganui. I use the
lost wax casting technique combined
with handcrafts and metalwork. I have
created this multi layered artwork,
inspired from the 1800’s Mother
Goose nursery rhyme, ‘There Was An
Old Woman Who Lived In A Shoe’, to
highlight the plight of child poverty
within New Zealand.
H410 x W160 x D160 mm

detail
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Adam Sinclair

Karen Southey

Cinnamon Man

Luna swing

cast glass, cold worked, metal
worked

flame-worked beads
I hand-make glass beads and
jewellery. Each glass bead is
individually (and carefully) made in
a flame and is then directly placed
in a kiln; when I’m finished for the
day my kiln is set to slowly cool for
several hours for durability. I mostly
work with Italian glass (Effetre) and a
little bit of American (Double Helix). I
also have a bit of fun turning broken
antique bottles and glass that I find on
my property in Kaipara into fabulous
beads and jewellery too!

I have been exploring the use of
multiple sections of cast glass in a
single sculpture for a number of years.
The Cinnamon Man is created out of
7 pieces of glass assembled together
into one single sculpture. In this
sculpture I am exploring the journey
of the Cinnamon Man from the ocean
through the forest to home.
H500 x W130 x D130 mm

H45 x W60 x D12 mm

Greg Smith

Roz Speirs

midnight blue oasis

Enchanted Forest - Spring
Explosion

hot glass

fused Glass, pure silver foil
Surrounded by hard stone carvers
whilst living on the west coast of the
south island I began carving glass.
My work is informed by ancient
lapidary techniques of the Pacific Rim,
and a deep love for the land and seas.

I emigrated to NZ 20 years ago
and continue to be inspired by the
beauty around me. I create textured,
evocative landscapes and seascapes
that capture the raw, organic essence
of New Zealand. In my ‘Enchanted
Forest’ series, I aim to harness the
vibrancy of the changing seasons,
the light at different times of day and
subtle weather patterns.

H95 x W25 x D2 mm

detail
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H255 x W520 x D30 mm
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Philip Stokes

Jennie Swann

Crash (Ghost Toy Series)

Gingko bowl

solid sculpted hot glass

cast glass

Crash is based on a photograph of me
and my siblings in Montreal Canada
1975. The photograph cements
my memories of that period in my
life where the world was made
much larger and exciting with the
opportunity of travel at such a young
age. Possibilities were limitless and
family life was uncomplicated and
fulfilling. My brother and sisters
would race on our big wheels for
hours at a time in the driveway only
stopping for the occasional grazed
knee or elbow.

After an academic career in six
countries on four continents I began
classes in glass about six years ago. I
love the interplay of light and colour in
cast glass and the technical challenges
of the making. In my work I explore
some of the different ways of seeing
that I have encountered as a guest in
other people’s countries. I have a lot
to learn.
H1100 x W1250 x D1250 mm

H340 x W320 x D480 mm

Joanne Sullivan
Aphrodite
cast glass, lost wax method
Joanne has worked as a full time
figurative sculptor since the 1980’s.
Today, Joanne has the ability to work
in many mediums, bronze and glass
casting as well as mixed media. Her
work extends from miniatures all the
way up to large scale monuments.
The careful attention to detail in
Joanne’s sculptures seem to bring
them to life. Her works have made
their way into collections all around
the world.
H10 x W150 x D350 mm

Toni Tittleton
Emerge
cast glass, lost wax method
Emerge - ‘to move out of or away
from something and become visible.’
This piece embodies my drive to
push the boundaries as an emerging
glass practitioner, and a continuation
from my ‘Floating Rose’ series. This
work reflects my experience with
depression and overcoming it by
reaching out for help. The piece is
not about standing out, it is about the
importance of just being present. The
bonded black roses guide the single
clear rose, as it falls from one vessel to
the other. It is a reminder that we are
not alone and it is possible to navigate
in the dark.
H120 x W250 x D110 mm
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Di Tocker

Jo Tricker

Submerge - Ice Flow

Woven in Light

cast glass, stainless steel stand

fused glass

In ‘Submerge – Ice Flow’ the spaces
between are many, where the contrast
between loose organic, almost
uncontrollable detail is paired with
a sweeping, precise curve. I test and
experiment with glass flow aiming
to suspend colour mid-stream.
Inspiration is found in the forms and
atmospheres of nature, and constantly
pushing techniques and ideas with a
keen sense of curiosity about ‘what
next.’

I am fascinated by glass - by its ability
to transform itself from a solid to a
liquid and back to a solid again! It is
also a hugely challenging medium that
can have a high percentage of failures.
And yet ironically, it is this challenge
that keeps me coming back again - for
it is never boring. My glass art works
are made using fusing, slumping,
casting and flameworking techniques.

Bruce Tremain

Hamish Webster

Tongariro National Park

Spring Gardens

kiln cast from 3D model

blown glass

I am relatively new to Glass casting,
having accidentally followed the
path to glass from metal casting. I am
often technical in my work making
my progress slow. For this piece,
an accurate 3D model was made
from New Zealand topography and
machined in wood as a pattern, from
this a plaster mould was made and
the piece was then Kiln cast. To date,
most of my work has been in Recycled
Bottle Glass or Gaffer.

Hamish Webster plays with the
physical, atmospheric and chemical
reactions in glass - mimicking his
personal passion of pushing limits
through rock climbing, hiking
and mountaineering. There is a
conversation between the colours
which each have their own surface
tension, pulling away from each other
like oil on water.

H470 x W170 x D50 mm

H243 x W390 x D90 mm

H290 x W300 x D110 mm

H210 x W210 x D30 mm
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Shelley Wilkin

Campbell Wylie

Entrapped

Standing Form I

kiln formed glass

recycled glass, lost wax method

I am a kiln formed glass artist working
with Bullseye glass & powders.
Inspiration comes from surrounding
landscapes and plant life. ‘Entrapped’
is a gravity formed vessel relating
to the ‘silt traps’ that are an integral
part of commercial cropping practices
surrounding our land in the Northern
Waikato. Their purpose is to collect
washed out tilled paddock soil. The
excess water drains away preventing
erosion.

I work with tonal variations, texture,
depth and form through kiln casting
recycled glass using the lost wax
technique. The use of old TV screens
provides me with a single coloured
glass to explore the tonal effects
using form, the variation in thickness,
negative space and texture to create
a visual effect. These elements along
with the change of light throughout
the day adds to the visual interest that
the medium of glass provides.
Approx H240 x W115 x D75 mm

H120 x W250 x D140 mm

Stephen Williams
Cellular

Ben Young
Infinite Sea

cast glass, acid etched

laminated float glass, LED light

Tension and balance of contrasting
shapes play a major role in my
sculptures. I explore the aesthetic
beauty of shapes found in biology
and the human form and juxtapose
these with designs found in
manufactured products. In doing
so, I strive to disrupt the symmetry
and predictability of these forms,
while preserving the integrity of the
sculpture.

My practice that explores the
relationship between man and nature.
The considered treatment of glass
allows each tiny undulation to create
a whole that embodies the immensity
and supremacy of the elements. It
is important to remember our place
in nature to avoid fixating on small
aspects of our lives. It is this contrast
that has allowed for a meaningful
connection between viewer and
sculpture, as we see ourselves in this
work and see something else entirely
– too massive to articulate, but
strangely grounding also.

H180 x W190 x D210 mm

H500 x W500 x D90 mm
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Thanks to the participating
NZSAG members for making this a
memorable exhibition celebrating
the International Year of Glass 2022.

Image Credits:
Front inside: Inside; Lisa Bate (background)
Front outside; Mike Crawford, Lindsay Butler
Back inside: Jennie Swan (background)
Back outside: Lindsay Butler, Marcus Ingley,
Stephen Williams, Jo Tricker
Pg 1: Lyndsay Patterson (background)
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Thank you to the current NZSAG committee members for
your hard work and dedication in promoting NZ art glass.
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For over forty years NZSAG has convened, educated,
and exhibited New Zealand artists in glass.
Connecting artists, societies and galleries through
conferences, social events and exhibitions while
providing a collective platform of empowerment,
storytelling, and creativity through the art of glass.
This exhibition is a chance to celebrate the breadth
of glass practice in Aotearoa, New Zealand.

visit us: www.nzsag.com
follow us:

NZSAG

nzsag_

